AbstractThe vast increase in the use of social networks and other internet-based communication tools contributed to the escalation of the problem of exchanging child pornographic material over the internet. The problem of dissemination of child pornographic material could be addressed using dedicated image detection algorithms capable of rating the inappropriateness level of images exchanged through computer networks so that images with inappropriate content involving children are blocked. However, the complexity of the image detection task coupled with the nonexistence of suitable datasets, inhibit the development of efficient algorithms that can be used for detecting offensive images containing children. To deal with the problem, we propose a methodological approach that can be used for supporting the development of child pornography detectors through the generation of synthetic datasets and through the decomposition of the task into a set of simpler tasks for which training data is available. Preliminary results show the promise of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Child pornography [1] and the communication of child pornographic material over the internet, is becoming an important problem in cyber-security. The increased use of social-media also resulted in a vast increase in the circulation of offensive images of children that are often used for cyberbullying activities. One way to compact the problem is to develop and use automated Child Pornography Detectors (CPD's) in the form of dedicated filters capable of detecting images containing offensive material involving under aged persons. However, the development of highly accurate CPD's is inhibited due to the unavailability of image datasets suitable for the necessary training and testing of CPD's. In the case of child pornographic material, the creation, possession, and dissemination of real data is illegal [2, 3] and unethical hence unlike other related cases [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] it is impossible to use real images for experimentation. Furthermore, within-class variability of images containing child pornographic material is huge making the process of machine-based classification a highly challenging task.
Our preliminary work in the area aims to address the two major problems of (1) generating suitable datasets and (2) defining a process that allows the development of efficient CPD's despite the non-existence of suitable training data. Due to the sensitive nature of the topic, our work was carried out in close co-operation with the Local Police Authorities (Cybercrime Division) in order to get advice from cybercrime experts and at the same time to ensure that in all cases images used were legal.
As part of our work several images that possibly contain suspicious content were collected from the internet followed by a content-based analysis of each of those images so that the main features associated with suspicious images are determined. The correlation between inappropriateness level and image features reveals the features associated with images with suspicious content. Once features associated with suspicious content are determined it is feasible to a) create synthetic images displaying possibly suspicious images and b) use such features for detecting images with inappropriate content. Based on the results of a preliminary experimental evaluation the potential of the approach is demonstrated.
In the remainder of the paper a brief literature work is presented followed by the presentation of the work on defining features associated with suspicious images and the generation of synthetic images. In section IV the integration of image analysis algorithms is presented followed by the results of an experimental evaluation. Concluding comments and plans for future work are outlined in section VI.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Traditionally, the problem of child pornography detection is tackled by building a database of websites and images that contain illegal material. For example PhotoDNA [9] is a commercial application that fingerprints images through a unique signature based on the overall visual presence of the picture and therefore should be resistant to various transformations. PhotoDNA enables automatic detection of already known child pornography material, and thus can limit or prevent the dissemination of such material. Notable users of PhotoDNA include Facebook and the United States National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC). However, the number of websites and images with illegal content increases every day, making it impossible to keep track of all suspicious websites.
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Recent developments in the field of computer vision resulted in methods that could be used for identifying pornographic material, since they can extract useful information from images. These methods are based on the rich visual information extracted from the original images (e.g. skin color, texture, shape, local invariant points). The pioneering work was done by Forsyth [4, 5] , after creating a mask for the areas covered by skin, combining the properties of texture and color. Subsequently the mask is passed through a filter based on the geometric shape of the body. Several other methods have been proposed in this field [6, 7, 8] . For example, Nian, et al. [6] propose a method for pornographic image detection where a dataset with more than 13 000 pornographic images with adults and over 35 000 normal images was used for training a deep convolutional neural network. It should be noted that all techniques and datasets related to pornography reported in the literature refer to pornographic material displaying adults rather than children.
Satta et al [10] attempt to define a set of functionalities that can be used for detecting child pornographic material through image analysis. They define the processes of face detection, age estimation, gender estimation, object detection and contextual information analysis as key functionalities for child pornography detection. In our work, we built on the suggestions offered by Satta et al [10] to materialize child pornography detectors.
III. FEATURE DEFINITION
In this section, we describe a methodological approach used for defining image features associated with inappropriate images containing children followed by the evaluation of such features for use in child pornography detectors
A. Defining Features Through Content-Based Analysis
Several images collected from the internet were shown to volunteers. Each volunteer was asked to determine the inappropriateness level of each image in a scale 1 to 5 where "1" means that the image contents are totally innocent and as such the image could be published on the internet, whereas rating "5" indicates an image with suspicious contents that should not be published on the internet. Volunteers were also asked to determine which features influenced their decisions. A correlation analysis between the weights given to different features against the inappropriateness ratings revealed the image features associated with innocent and non-innocent image content (see Table 1 ). It should be noted that to be in-line with legislation regarding handling images displaying children, even images that were rated as inappropriate (rating "5") did not contain explicit child pornography scenes. However, the results of the contentbased analysis are important for developing child pornography detectors because images with inappropriate content with children (like the ones rated with "5") are usually transmitted before images with explicit pornographic content, hence the ability to detect images with the features shown in Table 1 can be useful for detect early signs of suspicious activity.
B. Synthetic Image Generation for Feature Vality
Verification Based on the image features associated with innocent and suspicious image content, 20 synthetic images incorporating such features were generated. Within this context 3d modelling tools were used for generating images with "innocent" content and subsequently certain image features were modified to convert "innocent" to "inappropriate" images. For example, in figure 1 (left) an image with innocent content was created that despite the contact between the adult shown and a child, the overall setting (i.e. clothing, lighting, genders of persons involved and number of children), indicates an innocent content. In contrast modification of few image features turns the image into a suspicious one (see Figure 1 , right). Subsequently, the inappropriateness level of synthetic images was rated by 20 volunteers. Per the results the average rating of synthetic images with innocent content was 2.11 whereas the average rating for "inappropriate images" was 3.72. Statistically the difference between the two metrics was found to be significant at a 5% confidence level. The results of the experiment involving synthetic images indicate that the features listed in Table I can potentially be used as the basis for generating synthetic images that are perceived by human observers as "appropriate" or "inappropriate".
IV. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF IMAGE FEATURES
Based on the definition of image features corresponding to images with suspicious content, a set of quantified features that could potentially be extracted automatically from images are defined. In this section, we outline the full set of quantified features and assess their potential in detecting images with inappropriate content.
A. Feature Quantification
Based on the image features defined in Table I , three groups of quantified characteristics were defined. Group A of features are associated with characteristics of individual persons appearing in images, Group B is associated with the image scene and Group C is associated with face/body gestures and interactions among the persons shown in an image. In total eleven features (F1 to F11) are defined as shown in Table II . In addition to image features the inappropriateness level (IL) of each image is defined in a scale 1 to 5.
B. Assessing Representation Power of Quantified Features
Three volunteers were asked to determine manually the values of each of the 11 features (F1 to F11) for a total of 50 images consisting of 30 real images and 20 synthetic images. For each of those images the inappropriateness level (in the scale 1 to 5) was also defined and the average values obtained from the three volunteers was considered as the ground truth.
Based on the numerical values of all features among an image set, a linear regression model was trained to learn the relationship between the variable IL and the 11 image features. The Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) method was used for evaluating the applicability of the regression models in the case that the regression model was built using data from the real images, the synthetic images and the combined training set consisting of both real and synthetic images. Moreover, the goodness of the regression model was evaluated when the model was trained on synthetic images and tested on real images. The results of the experiment (see Table III ) indicate that the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between actual and predicted inappropriateness level is less than 0.5, hence the potential of using the feature set defined in Table II as a basis of estimating the inappropriateness level of images is justified. In our preliminary investigation, the synthetic images used did not display realistic expressions hence it was expected to obtain better results when using just real images. However, it is worth mentioning that even in the case that the regression model was trained using features defined from synthetic images and tested on real images, the MAE is less than 0.5 indicating that it is feasible to use synthetic images for training child pornography detectors. Figure 2 shows examples of synthetic images and the corresponding errors between real and estimated IL. 
V. AUTOMATIC EXTRACTION OF IMAGE FEATURES
In this section, we assess the viability of estimating the image inappropriateness level using automatically extracted image features rather than using manually annotated features. In our preliminary investigation, we focused our attention on a subset of the following five image features: F1: Child presence, F2: Number of people, F4: Age diversity, F5: Gender Distribution and F7: Lighting. For the calculation of these features algorithms from Intel's "Open Source Computer Vision Library" (OpenCV) [11] were used. A description of the actual algorithms used is provided in the following section.
A. Algorithms Used For Extracting Image Features
Face Detection:
Face detection [12] is an essential part of the entire process of feature estimation, since the results of face detection are required for implementing age and gender estimation algorithms. In addition, face detection can provide the value for feature F2 (Number of people in image). For face detection, we used the cascade classifier based on Haar features proposed by Viola and Jones [12] and developed by Lienhart et al. [13] . However, the face detector encounters difficulties when the persons depicted are not in frontal posture, or when dealing with occluded faces.
Age and Gender Estimation:
Age [14] and gender estimation [14] is also an important part of the process since from this method it is possible to estimate values for three features (F1: Child Presence, F4: Age diversity, and F5: Gender distribution). For age and gender estimation the approach suggested by Eidinger et al [15] was used along with the dataset provided for training. The dataset consists of 4550 cropped and aligned faces found in nature (wild) with age group and gender labels. The seven age groups given, are defined as follows: 0-2, 3-7, 8-12, 13-19, 20-36, 37-65, 66+. The classification process relies on a representation based on local binary patterns (LBP) and Four-Patch LBP codes (FPLBP) followed by a single linear SVM classifier.
Lighting Intensity Estimation:
To calculate the lighting intensity of an image a formula based on the HSP color system proposed by Finley [16] was used. Based on this formulation the perceived brightness in an image (P) is calculated using equation 1 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we describe experiments where we aim to estimate the inappropriateness level of previously unseen images based on an automatically extracted subset of features F1, F2, F4, F5 and F7. During the training stage, a linear regression models was trained, using features values extracted from the training set of combined real-synthetic images introduced in section III.
Testing was carried out using 200 previously unseen images downloaded from the internet. Three volunteers rated the inappropriateness level of test images and the average ratings among the three observers was considered as the ground truth. The algorithms outlined in section V were used for estimating the values of features F1, F2, F4, F5 and F7 for all 200 test images, so that it was possible to obtain estimates for the inappropriateness level of each test image based on the automatically extracted features and the regression model defined during the training process.
For better analysis of the results we present the results for all images (200 images) and separately for images where at least one face was detected (100 images). This separation was done as in the images where no person is detected, the calculation of the inappropriateness level was based only on the value of F7 (image brightness). Per the results (see Table  IV ) MAE for images with detected faces was 0.9519 whereas the MAE for all images was 0.9974. Figure 3 shows the percentage of images in relation to the error produced. Errors obtained were divided into five groups (0-0.5, 0.5-1, 1-1.5, 1.5-2, 2+). According to the results for more than half of the images in both sets an error less than 1 was recorded. In both cases for 75% of the images the recorded error was less than 1.5. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A methodological approach that can be used for supporting the development of child pornography detectors through the generation of synthetic datasets and through the decomposition of the task into a set of simpler tasks for which training data and suitable algorithms are available, was presented. Preliminary results show the promise of the proposed approach. It is worth mentioning that false negative error obtained (i.e. inappropriate images classified as appropriate) was very low, suggesting that a filter like the one developed could be efficient in blocking offensive material. The results of the experiment also indicate that the use of synthetic images for training CPD's is feasible.
The experimental results reported make use of only five features. In the future, we plan to use machine vision algorithms to extract and use in the classification all 11 features. Given the success of deep learning algorithms [17] in computer vision applications, the use of deep learning will be incorporated in the process. Also, we plan to test the method on extended datasets. The product of this work will be incorporated as a plug-in in internet browsers so that offensive images containing children will automatically be blocked during the uploading or downloading process, providing in that way a powerful tool for protecting underaged internet users.
